FREE BANKING IN SCOTLAND: REPLY TO A
DISSENTING VIEW

Lawrence H. White
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“intimately tied,” as Sechrest puts it, to the Scottish example, But
still contend that the Scottish case provides useful evidence on th
workability of monetary freedom. That is, it represents a relativel
(though not completely) unrestricted banking system, as well as
successful banking system.
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longer time series produces nearly identical failure rates in England
and Scotland. My table was limited to the years 1809—30 because I
relied on Gilbart’s (1837, p. 110) figures, which were limited to those
years. Sechrest proposes extending the series to earlier years, and
recomputes the average annual failure rates for 1772—1830. As is
indicated by his reporting unequal numbers of Scottish and English

resust ior i iio—io~uto t
sess man nasi tne ngure ~ecnrest reports
for 1772—1830.~
Is the difference between 7.29 (Scotland 1716—1830) and 14.90
(Sechrest’s figure for England 1800—30 plus six earlier years) significant? In comparing his two series for the 1772—1830 period, Seehrest
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that “the rate for Scotland is thus notstatistically different

we are not ueaiing witn ranuom samples. vve nave tue entire popuwtion of annual failure-rate figures for Scotland, and thus we can
observe the true population mean. For England we have the entire
population of figures for 1800—30, plus a non-random sample of
figures from earlier years.5
Consequently ~
question to ask is whether the difference

reaeemaDsllty mat proviaing it in any amount witnout nesitation wa~
a cost-effective way of attracting customers. If Checkland’s state
ments are correct, then one must question this assumption.7 Perhap~
other qualities, no more costly to provide, were more important t
Scottish bank customers than the ability to redeem unusually larg
batches of notes for specie without question or hassk.

L)owd (19t39, p. 155) quotes with emphasis the same sentence in
Fetter (1978, p. 122) that Sechrest quotes: “Redemption in London
drafts was the usual form of paying noteholders.” This sentence
means that, even accepting Checkland’s statements at face value, the
Scottish notes were still redeemable on demand. The usual redemption medium was drafts on London, rather than specie. Attenuation

rest quotes ~aam ~mitn S t,1~JOI, p. )u~)statement tnat in ~cotiano
“the circulation has frequently been overstocked with paper money.”
The text surrounding Smith’s statement, however, in no way indicates that Smith was describing events after 1765. Sechrest’s attempt
to invoke Smith’s authority here is rather ironic. Smith (1981,
pp. 322—24) defended the small-note ban (as a paternalistic measure
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Privileged Banks
Finally, Sechrest reiterates points he (1988, pp. 250—51) and others
(Carr and Mathewson 1988; Carr, Clied, and Mathewson 1989;
Cowen and Kroszner 1989) have elsewhere made concerning the
privileges ofthe chartered banks. Myearlierpieces respond at length
(White 1990. 1991). To summarize my renlv: yes. there were devia-
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legal restrictions. I do not believe that he has actually shown any
serious distortions. He has identified some relevant areas for inquiry,
particularly with regard to the impact of the usury law. His claim that
the failure rate for Scottish banks “was not lower than that for English
banks” does not hold up, especially when we compare rates across
fl~~O
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SECHREST ON SCOTTISH FREE BANKING

Kevin Dowd
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statistic then came out to be 2.34, which has a probability value o
around 2.5 percent and indicates that we would now reject Sechrest’:
hypothesis in favor of White’s. We also get much the same result i
we use Sechrest’s data over the 1809—1830 period that White covers
and we get a much stronger rejection of Sechrest’s null hypothesis i
n,n
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pp. 156—57)—but I see it as confirming rather than rejecting one of
the predictions offree banking theory. It certainly does not establish,
as Sechrest seems to suggest, that the Scottish currency was inconvertible as such, and there is other evidence to suggest that the
inconvertibility hypothesis is rejected. The fact that the Scottish
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